
Congratulations on your upcoming exhibition at Saint John 
Arts Centre! In order to make for an efficient and worry-free 
exhibit setup, here are some helpful guidelines that you,  
the artist, can use to help us from your end!

There are two aspects where your assistance is critical: 
the ‘Show Information’ and ‘The Works’ themselves.

Show Information
Please submit the following information digitally, or in the 
case of the contract, via post. Please send all information, 
with the exception of the earlier contract, no later than 
two weeks before the day your artwork is hung. 
Please include your name in the filenames of your 
documents (example: Pablo_Picasso_Biography.doc)

Artist’s Agreement
Please be sure to return in a timely fashion one signed 
copy of the finalized agreement between yourself and the 
Saint John Arts Centre. Please don’t forget to date and 
include your contact information where indicated.  
The second copy is yours to retain for your records.

List of works
Please provide a complete listing of the works that will 
be included in your show. The preferred format is in 
spreadsheet form, ideally a Microsoft Excel document, or 
alternatively, a Microsoft Word table; include your name 
in the filename. If neither of these are possible, please at 
minimum submit a digital list by email.

The required information (in separate spreadsheet or chart 
columns) are:
• Title
• Dimensions
• Media
• Sales or Insurance Value

Works that are not for sale still require a value for 
insurance purposes. Please be sure to mark any works 
not for sale, ‘NFS’.

In the case of a group exhibit, please make an additional 
column for the Artists’ Names, to be repeated in every ‘row’.

Show Title and Artist’s Name
The full title of your show and the preferred presentation of 
your name, which will be used for your catalogue and vinyl 
lettering.

Exhibitor Guidelines
For Exhibiting Artists at Saint John Arts Centre

Biography
Please provide a short biography (written in the third 
person), to be used in its entirety on our website and 
on your catalogue where space allows (edits or use of 
excerpts may be necessary.)

Typical biography content includes origins, education, 
professional experiences, other interesting aspects of 
pertinence to your career as an artist.

If you wish, please feel free to send a photo of yourself to 
accompany your biography.

Artist Statement
Please send a short(ish) artist statement pertaining to the 
work exhibited.

Catalogue Image of a Work
Please provide a print-resolution image of a ‘signature 
piece’ you would like featured on your catalogue.

The Works
Please be sure to follow the requirements for works to be 
exhibited as outlined in your agreement (no ‘wet’ works, 
proper framing or presentation, etc.)

Ready to Hang
Please have wall-mounted works ready to hang, using 
metal wire hanging apparatus wherever possible. For very 
large and/or heavy works, ‘D’ rings are acceptable.

For three-dimensional, installation, or other works requiring 
special considerations, please advise in advance.

Careful Labelling
One of the most common difficulties we encounter is poor 
labelling. Please ensure that at minimum the title of your 
work is on the piece, and that the title on the piece 
exactly matches the title on the List of Works. For 
group exhibits, please ensure your name is also on the work.

Submitting your Information
Please send via email to Kelly Cunningham:  
events@sjartscentre.ca

Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with questions.


